
 

 

infltr – the photo app with infinite filters – gets even more creative with Animated 
GIFs filtering & the ability to Save Filters! 

 
9th of March 2017 - London, UK - Leading photography app, infltr, today becomes the first and only 
application to filter the 4 most popular types of visual media: photos, live photos, video & animated GIFs.  
 
It is revolutionary because every single player in the photo & video scape (Instagram, Enlight, Afterlight, 
Aviary, etc.) only allow users to edit photos and sometimes videos using a limited set of fixed filters.   
infltr, short for “infinite filters” lets users add any one of more than 7 million filters to any type of media 
stored locally on the users’ devices as well as online in their Dropbox & Adobe Creative Cloud libraries. 
Filters are changed using touch, leveraging infltr’s patent-pending technology which works in real-time on 
all types of media. 
 
Why hasn’t anyone else fixed this yet? We believe that the lack of innovation is because real-time filtering 
is computationally intensive and crucially, no-one seems to have figured out the necessary user interface. 
Using infltr, users can edit videos and animated GIFs while they are being played, in real-time. It is pure 
and simple WYSIWYG.  
 
infltr collaborated with GIPHY by integrating their API, allowing users to instantly upload and share their 
animated GIFs & Live Photos online. GIPHY serves more than 1 billion GIFs per day, and is seen by more 
than 100 million daily active users through integration with apps like Slack, FB Messenger, Twitter, 
Microsoft Outlook, Google, iMessage and Tinder among others. Some of the most successful GIPHY GIFs 
from 2016 were the Presidential elections (1 billion + views, MTV VMAs (355m + views) and the Tony’s 
(250m+ views). 
The once-tacky GIF has matured into a true artistic medium of Internet culture – GIF artists have racked up 
more than 20 billion views, according to GIPHY. More dynamic than a still image, and more data-friendly 
than video, the GIF has become a key component of digital communication today. 
 
infltr Co-Founder, Philippe Levieux comments, “Now GIFs are emerging as a communicative staple for both 
brands and Internet users alike, being able to effortlessly and instantly customise them will become a 
must.” He adds, “infltr is excited to be able to integrate with GIPHY, and allow people to create and share 
their own content as part of an emerging digital language.” 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/alexkonrad/2016/10/26/giphy-passes-100-million-users-reveals-gv-as-investor/#2aeb0ff84d64


 

 

Today, infltr is introducing a second ground-breaking innovation, the ability to Save Filters. Travelling 
through more than 7 million filters on a daily basis is simply impossible. With the new infltr, users can save 
filters to their collection at any time inside the app. Filters are being saved to the users account online and 
can be re-used across devices.  
When you discover a filter worth remembering, give it a name and save it. That simple!  
A saved filter can then be loaded in the camera inside infltr to capture photos & Live Photos as well as 
being applied to photos, Live Photos, videos & animated GIFs using infltr’s editor.  
 
Filters are already a key tool across social media platforms that rely heavily on visual content. Applying the 
right filter to the right image makes them 21% more likely to be viewed and 45% more likely to be 
commented on.  
This is the perfect way for users to create their own style or brand. Why would you want to be stuck with 
Instagram’s 40 pre-set filters while you can create your unique identity?       
 
A unique user interface was crafted to maximize the experience inside infltr’s camera. Users can browse 
their collections by visualising the filters as a vertical scrollable list composed of the filters themselves, they 
are then rendered on the camera feed. It is unique and beautiful, the best way to experience is to actually 
try it.  
 
infltr has been building what is believe to be the first online database of filters by saving anonymous 
information* about the filters being discovered and used by users. This data was  leveraged to create a 
curated pack of 15 filters which is available for free to all users. The filters are a selection of the most 
popular styles discovered by users since the launch of infltr. Each filter was named after a neighbourhood 
of London. Check out hip Shoreditch or classy Chelsea!  
 
* infltr does not store or transfer any user images, just information about the filter.  

 
Philippe Levieux, infltr Co-Founder, said; “At infltr, we’re dedicated to making the mobile photography 
experience more intuitive, creative and at the same time more powerful. Allowing our users to save filters 
is an incredible step forward. We believe to have discovered the solution for all major platforms such as 
Instagram to enable their users to truly enhance their visual messaging. We’re looking forward to seeing 
what the infltr community creates using this new feature.”  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://research.yahoo.com/news/new-research-shows-how-photo-filters-affect-online-engagement
https://research.yahoo.com/news/new-research-shows-how-photo-filters-affect-online-engagement


 

 

infltr is available on the App Store and is localized across 22 different languages. Apple is currently 
featuring the new infltr in most stores worldwide including USA, UK, Japan, Korea, Russia, France, 
Germany, Italy, etc. 
 

 

About infltr: www.infltr.com 
 
Named Editors Choice and Best New App by Apple in over 150 countries, infltr is a new type of photo App 
available for iPhone & iPad (iOS 10.0 and above), iMessage and Apple Watch (watchOS 3.0 and above).  
 
Its patent-pending technologies allow users to add infinite filters before and after they take a picture using 
touch. Touch the screen in any direction to change the filter over the camera view. Keep panning in any 
direction to apply new filters - there are now over 7 million individual filters to discover. infltr’s mission is 
to help users be more creative, to improve the experience of taking pictures on mobile and to save the 
time it takes to create a beautiful picture.  
 
New video: Youtube, Vimeo 
 
Download the App: www.apple.co/infltr 
 
Follow us on Instagram: www.instagram.com/infltr 
Follow us on Twitter: www.twitter.com/infltr_app 
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/infltr 
Follow us on Youtube: www.infltr.com/youtube 
 
For media enquiries, contact media@infltr.com & +447972753414 
Press kit and media assets available for download at: www.infltr.com/press 
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